
The new ULTIMAXX range features new eco-efficient IntelliScrub technology for dynamic 
levels of cleaning excellence. Now you can choose from rotary, cylindrical or even orbital 

cleaning decks. With ULTIMAXX there is a perfect machine configuration for you.

IntelliScrub  
The ultimate in modularity and flexibility



Single or twin rotary disc with either pad drive or brush options give limitless 
possibilities. Dual disc technology (55 cm) delivers high productivity in 
combination with excellent cleaning results. The new single disc (43 / 50 cm) 
deck has direct gear construction, significantly improving the robustness and 
longevity. TASKI patented double disc and offset design makes close-to-wall 
cleaning simple. Rotary decks apply good levels of pressure and have low 
RPM for excellent cleaning results. Brushes are available from soft nylon up to 
abrasive.  Although lasting longer than floor pads, brushes don’t offer the same 
surface area that floor pads do. Therefore floor pads are the best choice for 
flat, non-porous surfaces. There are a multitude of choices for floor pads, from 
traditional composites to Twister Diamond and even microfibre. Floors should 
always be pre-swept prior to scrubbing with disc machines as they are not 
designed to pick up debris.

Choose from twin discs for high productivity or single disc for flexibility & agility. Disc drives offer the broadest range 
of solutions for all floor types and all environments. However for uneven floors and/or floors with high levels of debris 
and soilage, cylindrical or orbital decks should be considered.

Multi-functional orbital scrubbing decks combine high down pressure with a 
rectangular scrub deck which is micro-isolated at very high speed. Ideal to reach 
into corners, along edges and into other hard-to-reach areas, the orbital decks 
are available in 50 and 60 cm working width. Use this technology with the correct 
pad to maximize productivity and save on labour costs. Designed predominately 
for heavily soiled areas, orbital decks can be used to remove floor finishes 
without chemicals. Like rotary decks, orbital decks require pre-sweeping.

A perfect choice for industrial environments where soilage is typically higher. Ideal for manufacturing, warehousing 
and transport sectors or where hazardous chemical stripping is forbidden or not advised.

The new ultra-robust twin roller brush deck available with 55 /65 cm working 
width sweeps and cleans in a single pass. The hopper collects all loose debris 
and can be emptied within seconds. This brush deck sets a new standard for 
cleaning in tough environments with structured floor surfaces like concrete. 
Up to 30% increased efficiency can be achieved by eliminating pre-sweeping 
completely. Ideal for large open spaces that may have small debris or where pre-
sweeping is not possible. Cylindrical brushes have a very high RPM that “flick” 
soil from the surface into a hopper tray that holds debris preventing blockages. 
Cylindrical brushes are suitable for profiled, uneven and tiled floors with grout 
lines. Similar to disc machines, brushes come in many different filament options 
from soft to abrasive. Unlike disc decks, floor pads are not available. The greatest 
benefit of cylindrical scrubbers is that they eliminate the need for pre-sweeping, 
saving the cost of a separate sweeper and 30% in labour.

Cylindrical decks are suitable for use in environments with uneven floors, where debris and higher silage is present 
such as warehousing, transport, food and beverage processing, manufacturing facilities and parking facilities.

ULTIMAXX IntelliScrub
Single & double disc drive 

ULTIMAXX IntelliScrub
Orbital deck 

ULTIMAXX IntelliScrub 
Double roller brush 



Choose the best ULTIMAXX configuration to meet your needs from our IntelliScrub options.

Single disc Double disc Orbital Double roller brush

Cleaning Method

Daily with
pre-sweep

Daily without  
pre-sweep Heavy duty Stripping

★★ ★ ★★ ★

Disc

★ ★ ★★ ★★

Orbital

★★ ★★ ★ O

Cylindrical

Floor type
Ceramic  

tile
Smooth 
stone

Structured 
stone

Vinyl Structured 
vinyl

Linoleum Concrete

★ ★★ ★ ★★ ★ ★★ ★

Disc

★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★★

Orbital

★★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ ★★
Cylindrical

★Suitable / ★★ Preferred / O Not suitable



TASKI is one of four core areas of the Diversey business.

TASKI The ULTIMATE Cleaning Machines
For more information, visit www.taski.com or follow us on social media. 

IntelliScrub - Twister Setting

The new TASKI ULTIMAXX single and twin rotary disc range has a fully 
integrated and optimized Twister setting. With one touch of a button, the 
machine directly adjusts the speed and water settings for perfect results 
with Twister. Furthermore, the ULTIMAXX range is offered with a special 
Twister deck with a high-speed function where cleaning and polishing 
are combined. This combination allows you to work to a standard 
speed but reach floor shine levels normally associated with specialised 
polishing methods. Now the floor appearance can be efficiently and 
significantly upgraded within your daily maintenance cleaning. All at the 
push of a button, the Twister button.

                                IntelliScrub, the ultimate in modularity and flexibility

For more information go to www.TASKI.com
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